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2x10 joist @ 16" o.c.

Joist splice - lap min.

60" (typ.)

2x10 each side of

column (typ. at

columns)
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General Notes:

1. All wood members to be treated SP No. 1 or better.

2. Dimensions are approximate.

3. Some member alignment not shown properly (e.g. joists to

bear on top of beams).

4. Estimated drilled pier size: 16" diameter down to bedrock

(estimated 6')

5. Connections and hardware not designed- anticipate thru

bolting and Simpson connectors

6. Member sizes may change after finalized design
Not for Construction
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Section at Columns Looking E-W

8x8 Column

2x8 cross-

beam each
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(through-bolts

at column)

6x6 kicker/brace

(through bolts at

each end to cross-

beam and joists)

2x10 joist side

of column
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N-S Frame at Columns - Isometric

Not for Construction
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4' - 0" 4' - 0"10' - 0" 10' - 0"
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2x8 cross-beam

each side of

column (typ.) - see

page 2 of 5

Note:

Joists not shown

for clarity

Section at North Column Line Looking North

6x8 kicker (typ.)

8x8 beam (typ.)

8x8 column (typ.)

Not for Construction
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10' - 0"4' - 0" 10' - 0" 4' - 0"

2x8 cross-beam

each side of

column (typ.) - see

page 2 of 5

6x8 kicker (typ.)

8x8 beam (typ.)

Note:

Joists not shown

for clarity

Section at South Column Line Looking North
Not for Construction



* These Modules are not offered, distributed or supplied to Germany by the LONGi Group.               
   LONGi Solar Technologie GmbH does not offer, distribute or supply those Modules in Germany or any other country.
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Additional Documentaiton of Proposed Project for Imminent Brewing. 

 

 

Additional Details of Pergola 



 

Additional details of pergola. 



 

 

Approximate Height of Pergola in the Front (Left) 

 



 

Approximate Height of Pergola in the Front (right) 

 



 

Approximate Height of Pergola in the Rear. 

 



 

Approximate locations of pergola posts. 

 

 



Imminent Brewing Solar Pergola

Over the last few years, we have used a temporary shade cloth to provide shade to our
customers on the patio at Imminent Brewing. This shade cloth covers the western third of our
patio and since most of our open hours are in the afternoon and evening, the shade it provides
moves across the patio to the east as the sun begins to set. We are now looking to replace that
shade cloth with a permanent structure in the form of a pergola with solar panels on top of it.
The pergola will be freestanding and provide more shade than we currently have. It has been
engineered by Tekton to accommodate solar panels as soon as Xcel approves our interconnection
agreement to install the array (hopefully in the next few years). All Energy Solar will do the
solar installation work and Northfield Construction Company will build the pergola. Below is a
site map with the approximate location of the pergola and panels along with the reaction forces
on the solar array.



We would love to do the entire project this summer, but because there are so many large
scale solar projects in our area, there is a long queue to get any new solar approved for
interconnection to Xcel’s grid in Northfield. Our project is in this queue and we expect to be
able to install in the coming years, but there will be a gap between putting up the pergola this
summer and getting the panels installed. As such, NCC and Tekton are a bit further ahead in the
process than All Energy Solar. However, all three have been working together to make sure that
what NCC builds will support the solar array we are proposing and we are seeking approval of
the full project from the HPC at this time.

Regarding just the pergola, Tekton is working on full drawings for construction and NCC
is hoping to begin work in June of this year. Once the pergola is up, we will be able to add a
handicap entrance by placing a handicap door opening button on the pergola post nearest our
west door. Additionally, this entrance will now be covered and sheltered from weather as you
walk up to the building, making the space even more accessible. Below is a picture of the front
of the building with the shade cloth up so you can see the area, from ground level, of where the
pergola would stand on the patio.



To give you an idea of what these structures look like, I have included some examples in
the images below. The first three images are of solar pergola at Little Thistle Brewing in
Rochester, so you can see a fairly local example of how this would work even though that
pergola is much larger than what we’re proposing. The last photo is just of the underside of a
pergola using bifacial solar panels with a clear backsheet. Basically, these panels allow a little
bit of light through providing a nice dappled shade.





Regarding the solar side of the project, the specific panels we’re using are LONGi
LNG-445-LR4-72HBD BiFacial 445W Mono Perc Modules and I’ve included a datasheet on
those panels with our application. However, given the quick moving nature of solar technology,
the actual panel we use could differ from this one by the time we’re actually able to install. Still,
we can be quite certain that it will be a bifacial, monocrystalline panel and look very similar to
the LONGi panel.

Finally, I’m including a photo of what the building used to look like prior to Imminent
Properties purchasing and remodeling the space.



If you have any questions please do not hesitate to reach out, but we hope you will
consider the improvements we are suggesting. We very much care about this space and wish to
continue preserving it and operating it, like we always have, in a way that allows the entire
community to enjoy the building. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Derek Meyers


